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Management Summary
Progress is more than just a matter of direction and velocity. Often there are barriers to
taking the next step that must be struck down or sidestepped. Achieving progress is then a
matter of having the right tools at the right time to strike down those barriers. In such
situations, capabilities not needed for immediate forward progress are needless overhead.
When an enterprise tries to align the quality of service given by different tiers of
storage with the business value of the information being stored, it enters a situation
where IT application administrators and storage administrators must collaborate with
line-of-business folks in something which deeply involves each of their areas of expertise
but is also on the fringe of what all of them expected to be doing. The situation is more
likely to breed an unnatural calm of conflict avoidance - or a perfect storm of discussions
rather than a reasonable velocity of progress – unless there is a vehicle that all three parties can
understand and work with to set the rules governing the use, placement and migration of
enterprise information.
EMC has recently released a tightly-focused software offering it calls EMC Documentum
Content Storage Services. CSS links the business value of the information, as classified
through Documentum’s Content Management application, with data migration capabilities
needed to implement business-centric Information Lifecycle Management (ILM). This product
gives enterprises large and small a way to get the business folks and the storage folks
collaborating productively to set
policies governing how enterprise
information should be treated over its
lifecycle. It enables the charge-back
to make these negotiations productive
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The Tiered Storage Imperative
With the development of storage system
utility programs to migrate information nondisruptively to the application and end users,
IT systems have a way to deftly and unobtrusively lower the costs of maintaining access
to enterprise data. It is a matter of orchestrating the movement, and there are many
traditional products that do a piece of what is
needed, but not the whole job.
Storage management software sees basic
file characteristics and produces file usage
metrics, and so can migrate data files when
they reach a certain age, or when their usage
falls beneath a threshold. This is called
Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM), and
it has been around for years, from back in the
days when migrating data was a real pain
(which
limited
HSM’s
popularity).
Furthermore, HSM typically does not
recognize the more granular characteristics
of the content of the files, nor their business
value.
Enterprise Content Management (ECM)
software applications develop profiles for the
business value of different kinds of content
over their lifetime. Files, once created or
captured, can be versioned, forwarded,
amended, approved, audited, and finalized and
still have residual value for analysis and
documentation. Each of these stages may
involve a different set of access rights or a
different write authorization. The value of
some information wanes quickly, but in other
cases the value of information is increased in
the aggregate, like research data, or in
hindsight, if it turns out to have been
important. ECM relates the information to the
workflow and business process of which it is a
part, and automates the changes to the
directories and other structures governing and
promoting its use.
EMC Documentum Content Storage
Services puts together both capabilities into a
unified interface, focusing on the unstructured
information that comprises, by some estimates, up to 80% of enterprise data. The rich
characterization that Documentum provides,
now extended to enable data movement,
fulfills enterprise demands for flexible data
use and enterprise desires for cost control.
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The CSS Solution
EMC Documentum CSS manages a
hierarchy of information objects with a
console by which these rules requirements
may be specified and changed as needed, a
repository that stores these rules and
documents their change over time, and a rules
engine that enforces the rules. Documentum
Content Management characterizes these
objects with tags for a variety of attributes
specific to their context and use.
Documentum can link information to related
information to form composite objects, or an
aggregated virtual file, which can then be
subject to a single policy. These composite
objects
allow
rules
to
be
more
comprehensively written in a way that is
congruent with how business is done.
EMC Documentum CSS works with
storage from many vendors including IBM,
HP, and HDS, as well as with all EMC
products. It works with tape as well as disk
storage.
The CSS API exposes the Content
Management policies to relevant enterprise
applications, like SAP, which can call CSS to
invoke a policy-driven event.
This lets
application management contribute its
expertise to the CSS system.
CSS lets enterprises more easily build a
tiered storage system to reduce costs, but it is
also useful to enterprises yet to embrace tiered
storage. For them, content management lets
them manage their information better. And, of
course, CSS can be used to regulate the
treatment of data subject to governmental
retention regulations. It is designed to work
well with EMC Centera.

How it Works
The rules engine makes it easy to create
and manage policies using three dimensions of
where, when, and what.
Where
Retention policies are built on a CSS
policy engine that covers the three critical
aspects of data retention:
• Where the data is originally put.
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• Where it is moved, under what circumstances.
• Documentation of the movement of the
data, giving a sort of curriculum vitae of the
data.1.

When
Sensible migration of data curbs the costs
of the data archive, and also expedites
activities like data shredding (for in proper
records management every information lifecycle ends in destruction).
How CSS
determines when data should be moved can be
determined in three ways:
• The migration can be event triggered.
This would be appropriate where the books
are closed or a process is finished and the
data turns from a workflow element to
documentation, which perhaps should be
locked into inalterability.
• The migration can be ad hoc. This capability is needed for the kind of unstructured
information that just doesn’t get used as
often and would fall between the cracks if
there weren’t something like usage metrics
to invoke a move to a lower tier of storage
• The migration can also be batch
scheduled. This is a good way to get the
migration done during known times of inactivity, particularly for information
networked on a LAN.
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Services
If an enterprise is still befuddled by the
nature and extent of its unstructured data,
EMC has professional services to help with
the task2. Like many such services, these are
an accelerant of a task that many enterprises
do not have the time or personnel to do.3
Conclusion
The launch of EMC Documentum Content
Storage Services comes as enterprises are
recognizing the need to consider both the
business value-lifecycle and the usagelifecycle of the data, and the difficulty of
translating these considerations into policies.
For existing Documentum customers, the new
storage management capabilities will pay for
themselves quickly. For
customers thinking about
using content management software for the first
time, the combination of
ECM and tiered storage
gives them a chance to
save money on storage
costs while getting a
better handle on their
enterprise content.
SM

What
Because of the rich content management
components, the characteristics by which CSS
classifies information are detailed enough to
allow security and access rights and quality of
service to be implemented at a granular level –
so the data gets the individual treatment it
deserves.
Because with CSS you can have an
auditable log of policy changes, you can see
how policies are working, and can reap
expertise further optimize the system and
extend its reach in the enterprise should you
choose to do so. It is all a matter of having the
tools for the job at hand.
1
While this does not give the fine detail of information
use, Documentum has partners, such as Authentica, who
can add in that capability.

2

These professional services are not to be confused with
the Software Services, as EMC call this Documentum
Content product.
3
See The Clipper Group Explorer dated February
4, 2004, entitled Services - A Vital Tool for
Accelerating Enterprise Responsiveness, available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2004007.pdf.
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